Assembly approves state budget

Packers Profile

Runoff poses main threat to Fox now
Summer algae bloom is just a smelly symptom of problem

Antiques dealer in Suring abducted

Man charged in burned-car death
No bail set for Audel Hernandez
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For Hobart farmer, hurting land means hurting living

By Wayne Brey

"We need to look at the chemicals we use on our land as better for the environment. But you don't ever see that some of the things the chemicals do to the land. We want them to be good for the farm, but we don't want them to hurt us.

Watershed has new fertilizer forms that are methods to keep runoff.

2 Air Force pilots rescued after jets crash off U.S. coast

By Wayne Brey

"No one was killed in the crash, but the two pilots were rescued from their jet. The fighters were part of a training mission.

Correction

Sportscenter host severed some dominoes during a segment. The segment was later corrected.

Nation/World

11 killed in Bosnia copter crash

By Wayne Brey

"The copter crashed in a war-torn area, killing 11 people. The pilots were flying in a dangerous environment.

Runoff issues at symposium

By Wayne Brey

"Runoff is a big issue in agriculture. We need to find ways to reduce it.
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